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Abstract
Comprehensive Meta Analysis (CMA) is a package program developed to perform meta analysis. Meta
analysis provides is a general judgment on the subject by combining work done independtly on the same
subject.A general judgment on these studies is reached by analyzing independent studies on similar topics
statistically.It is easier and more reliable to make a new study by taking advantage of the previous studies
because the number of analyses performed on the same subject increases every day and every analysis is forced
by the researcher in terms of material and time. In addition, the researcher may not have sufficient sample for
the subject to be studied; since we combine independent studies in meta analysis, the sample of the subject to
be studied has also been expanded, so the study will have more consistent results. Because multiple studies are
combined in metadata analysis, the measure that is needed to combine these studies is the size of the impact.
The concept of impact size is very important for meta analysis. To do meta analysis, the researcher must first
select the work that he / she will include in the analysis. Then, each study should calculate the impact sizes and
perform statistical analysis for impact sizes and interpret the results.
In this study, the package program developed to perform meta analysis was introduced and the use of the
program was explained. An original application was resolved with the help of Comprehensive Meta Analysis
V3.
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Introduction
Meta-Analysis; it allows us to combine independent studies and research on similar topics and
analyze the analysis [1]. Independent studies on the same subject are analyzed statistically and a general
judgment is reached on these studies [1].Since the analysis is an analyze, the word meta is used.Since
multiple independent research studies are combined in the meta-analysis; it is the size of the measure
impact that is needed to combine research. The effect size concept is very important for meta-analysis.
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This concept is considered as a dependent variable in meta-analysis [2]. When the researcher decides to
conduct a meta-analysis on a subject, he or she must first reach independent studies on the same subject
[3]. Then the meta-analysis should include the sample of the study should be included in the study [3].
Secondly, the working data is coded to determine the effect size [3]. Finally, the analysis of the effect
sizes and the interpretation of the study data are carried out [3].
In the meta-analysis studies, the standardized effect size should be reached. For the determination
of the studies to be included in the analysis; the study and control group must have [3].Studies that do
not report the statistical data required to calculate the effect size cannot be included in the meta-analysis
[3].
CMA program; It is a package program developed for meta-analysis. After you install the CMA
program on your computer, the program will create a shortcut on your desktop and on the Windows Start
menu labeled CMA V3.exe. The program can be run by clicking on any of these short paths [4].
When we run the program, we can see that the interface of the CMA is very clear and intuitive.
Screenshot.1 : CMA program interface

Screenshot.2 : Quick Access Toolbar
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Screenshot.3 : Spreadsheet used for data entry

Spreadsheet used for data entry

Program; It uses a spreadsheet for the input of data, but requires the definition of specific columns to keep
the working names and the impact size data. To create a column of names in the study, click the Insert tab, then
click Column For Study Names [4].

Screenshot .4 : Add column for working names-1

Source: Meta-Analysis Manual V3.pdf
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Screenshot.5 : Add column for working names-2

Source: Meta-Analysis Manual V3.pdf

Adds columns to program run names.
To create a column for Effect Size data; From the Insert tab, click Column for Effect Size Data [4].
Screenshot.6 : Add column for effect size data

Source: Meta-Analysis Manual V3.pdf

After clicking Insert Column for Effect Size data, we see that the Effect Size Wizard wizard opens
in the window. Effect Size Wizard; allows the user to select the desired format for their effect size. With
the wizard, we can enter the effect size data in multiple formats [4]. If we click the first option, if we
click on all the formats (formats) the second option, we see only 100 formats.
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Screenshot.7 : Effect size wizard

Source: Meta-Analysis Manual V3.pdf
To select data entry types (types of work) for this meta-analysis on the 2nd screen of the wizard.
For the first option; Comparison of 2 groups, time points; For the second option; Estimation of means,
rates and ratios in a group at one time; For the third option; Point Estimates; For the fourth option;
General Point Estimates and mass scale formats can be seen in the next window.
Screenshot.8 : Effect size wizard- Data entry types

Source: Meta-Analysis Manual V3.pdf
To select the related data input type and click Next, we can see the list of formats (formats) that are
hierarchically arranged in the 3rd screen of the wizard. At the end selecting the format and clicking
Finish.
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Screenshot.9 : Effect size wizard- Format List

Source: Meta-Analysis Manual V3.pdf
After clicking Finish, That columns which are created for data entry can be seen.
Screenshot.10 : Effect size data input columns - Effect size columns

Source: Meta-Analysis Manual V3.pdf
Screenshot.11 : Effect size data input columns - Effect size columns-2

Source: Meta-Analysis Manual V3.pdf
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Before starting the analysis, open the data set by clicking File,Open and clicking on the .CMA data file
from the tabs. Below is the BCG data set in the program [4].
Screenshot.12: Open a data set

Source: Meta-Analysis Manual V3.pdf
To start the analysis, from the Quick Access Toolbar, click Run Analysis or Tabs; Click on Anaylses Run
Analyses [4].
Screnshot.13 : Analysis Screen-1

Source: Meta-Analysis Manual V3.pdf
Meta analysis can be started by clicking Run Anaylses. The primary effect size in the program data entry
screen; In this case, Odds performs the first analysis for Ratio.
In the pop-up window, select Working names; For studies, the statistics titled Statistics and Odds Ratio, in
the probability ratio and confidence intervals for each study can be seen [4]. The last row of the spreadsheet
shows summary data [4].
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Data entry; data return page.The Next Table; allows you to switch between views. Thus; The next schedule
button allows you to switch between the windows and the spreadsheet. This provides more detail on point
estimation and heterogeneity [4].
Screenshot.14 : Analysis Screen-2

Source: Meta-Analysis Manual V3.pdf
High resolution plot; allows us to display the graphic at a higher resolution.
Screenshot.15 : Analysis Screen-3

Source: Meta-Analysis Manual V3.pdf
Effect Measure; The effect measure toolbar option shows a selection of available impact metrics.
Screenshot.15 : Analysis Screen-3

Source: Meta-Analysis Manual V3.pdf
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Analyze
In order to show how two concatenated data can be combined in randomly controlled trials, 10 studies
produced with Microsoft Excel program were transferred to Comprehensive Meta Analysis program and
analysis was done for odds ratio. In this application, it will be assumed that the data obtained from the
observations that the tires belonging to 2 different brands have been eroded during the specified warranty
period are used.
Table 1: Worn and non-worn tire numbers of 2 different brands
A BRAND CAR TIRE
STUDIES
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

WORN
39
34
26
26
26
33
21
23
23
32

B BRAND CAR TIRE

NOT WORN
27
24
25
30
29
22
35
24
36
28

WORN NOT WORN
139 117
117 98
103 104
125 122
138 128
108 104
101 125
136 132
103 123
114 132

Screenshot16 : Odds ratio for brand A tires

Screenshot.17 : Odds ratio for brand A tires and statistics and confidence intervals for odds ratio for each
study
When we interpret this
table, we say that the odds
ratio of 7th and 8th studies
is statistically significant
since the confidence
interval of the 7th and 8th
studies does not include 1.
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Screenshot.18 : Detailed additional statistics for brand A tires

For A brand tires, confidence intervals, z-values and p-values of 10 studies are shown according to
fixed-acting and random-acting model. When we interpret this table, the effect of brand A alone is meaningless
because it has p values (p> 0.05) according to fixed and random effect model for brand A.
Screenshot.19 : Odds ratio for brand B tires

Screenshot.20 : Odds ratio for brand B tires and statistics and confidence intervals for odds ratio for each
study
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In the statistics related to the B brand, we can say that the 7th study was the seventh study with the most
significant effect among the studies when the confidence interval did not include 1.
Screenshot.21 : Detailed additional statistics for brand B tires

According to the random and fixed-effect model for B brand tires, confidence intervals z values and p
values of 10 studies are seen. When we interpret this study, the effect of the B brand alone is meaningless
because there are p values (p> 0.05) for the B brand according to the fixed and random effect model.As a result,
when the tires belonging to 2 different brands are examined separately, it has been reached 95% confidence
level.If we combine the relevant results, we can say that there is a significant relationship between tire brand
and tire wear at 95% confidence level.Therefore, there is a significant difference between the different tire
types and the wear of the tires during the specified warranty period.

Conclusions
In the meta-analysis application conducted with the CMA, different studies were carried out on 10 studies
by assuming that the tires with different brand tires were worn during the specified warranty period.Detailed
additional statistics have been obtained for the fixed-acting model and the random-acting model.According to
these results, it has been concluded that the effects of A and B on their own are insignificant.Therefore, there is
a significant relationship between the different tire types and the wear of the tires during the specified warranty
period.
In this study, it is tried to explain the CMA program in general terms. The Comprehensive Meta
Analysis program is a package program developed for meta-analysis. The study describes the steps that need to
be taken to start a new project, how to enter data entry columns, and how to create columns of influence size. It
was also shown how to perform the analysis after the data entry and how to reach the detail results (additional
statistics). Then, in randomly controlled trials, the data obtained in the Microsoft Excel program was analyzed
by taking the appropriate steps in the Comprehensive Meta Analyze program by assuming that the warranty
period stated by different brand tires is used to show how the data with 2 results can be combined.The aim of
the meta-analysis is to combine the studies on the same topic and to reach the general conclusion.
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